
 

 

 
 
 
Susan Atkinson, a farmer in Leicestershire, reflects on her first-hand experience of farming isolation.  
 
Our farm is situated between three villages. When I first met my husband in the 1970s all three villages still 
contained working farms; now there is only one farm left, plus a couple of ‘retired’ farmers who still keep a 
few animals.  
 
The 1970s saw huge changes in British farming. Farms became bigger in an effort to become more cost 
effective and farmers who had valiantly worked all hours to feed this country during the last war were 
perceived by some as inefficient and unnecessary. As these farmers retired their farms were sold, often 
with land and housing disposed of separately. The UK agricultural workforce declined by half between 1960 
and 2010. 
 
At the same time, though more houses were being built in the villages they were occupied by commuters 
who often preferred to shop at supermarkets as they were cheaper. As a result, village shops had fewer 
and fewer customers until they became uneconomic and closed. Only one village near our farm still has a 
shop in it.  
 
Some of the newcomers had an unrealistic idea of the countryside being ‘quiet’ and objected to hearing 
machinery working into the night, being near buildings full of animals or finding themselves held up on the 
roads as those animals were being moved from field to field. With new houses being built on farmland, 
some of our farmer friends even moved to other parts of the country. 
 
Some families had lived in the villages for several generations, as the gravestones in the churchyards 
testify, but now these old families have mostly gone and the commuters that replaced them often stay only 
a few years before moving on. So local farmers know fewer and fewer people in the area and feel they have 
little in common with those who have moved into the villages. 
 
The pressures on farmers and farming continue to be felt. Striving for economies of scale mean farmers 
spend longer tending animals or cultivating fields, ruling out time for other pursuits. Children that might 
have taken over farms from their parents are encouraged to seek careers elsewhere so they can have a 
better standard of living. Rising levels of bureaucracy create multiple challenges including trying to keep up 
with the apparently endless rules and regulations and completing forms online even if the internet 
connection is poor or even non-existent. Penalties for making even small mistakes are all too often a 
reduction in the amount the farmer receives or even a complete stoppage of payment. Even climate 
change and the impact of increasingly changeable weather is adding to the stress farmers are experiencing 
and their feelings of isolation. 
 
Farming support charities are facing bigger workloads every year as farmers are always near the top of 
suicide figures and isolation is a large part of the problem. The next few years are likely to be turbulent, 
particularly as the implications of Brexit for Britain’s farming community are gradually revealed. It is highly 
unlikely that the feelings of isolation will lessen or that there will be any easy solutions to the problem. 
 
 
 

Farming isolation: a personal perspective  



 

 

 
 
 
 
Susan Atkinson 
 
Farming Help: 03000 111 999 (7am-11pm) 
farminghelp.co.uk 
 
 
This article first appeared in Country Way 77: Rural Isolation and Loneliness, February 2018. Go to 
germinate.net/country-way  for more information about how to subscribe. 
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